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This issue comes from the heart and 
truly was a community effort. With 
more contributors than any other 
issue, exploring new terrains, we 
found ourselves falling in love with 
our little island all over again. 

2019 comes with the celebration 
of 100 years of Geoffrey Bawa. 
We are privileged to carry a photo 
essay by world renowned Sebastian 
Posingis. His sensitivity to light and 
the elements of design, gives us 
a glimpse into what we believed 
Bawa would have wanted to evoke 
through his architecture. 

We indulged in the mythical stories 
behind Adam’s Bridge, between 
Sri Lanka and India. It’s amazing to 
think the evidence of prehistoric 
civilization could lie right below 
our waters. How vibrant life is that 
above those waters we see kite 
boarders flock from across the 
world to surf the new hot spot. 

New angles of the island come to 
life with drone photographs by 
Neshantha Jayamaha. His cover 
photo of a tranquil coasts makes 
you really want to jump right in.

Packed with inspiration, we have 
maps by young artists of Colombo 
city, and an intimate glance into 
the life of Anup Vega one of our 
more renowned local artists. Be 
inspired to jump into an extreme 
sport like surfing the South Coast, 
or mountain biking the central hills 
with Ivan Brown. We can honestly 
say, we have a little something for 
everyone. 

As you flip through this publication, 
remember there is more than meets 
the eye when it comes to this 
island, so dive deep and make the 
most of your time here. 

A FEW WORDS FROM THE TEAM

Ruby Studio Team: 
Subha Grassi
Avisha De Saram
Amrita Advani
G. S. Jeewa
Gayan Deshapriya
Pubudu Udagama
Harsha Perera

Check out the online version of Tripin 2019 – www.tripinsl.com
Tag your Sri Lanka photos on instagram - #tripinsl
Stay up to date with us on Facebook - www.facebook.com/tripinsl P
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JANUARY
Kelaniya Duruthu Perehara 
Cultural and religious parade in the 
town of Kelaniya

Fairway Galle Literary Festival
Annual celebration of local and 
global literary stars 

Thai Pongal 
The Harvest Festival on the Tamil 
calendar

FEBRUARY
Luna Music Festival
Pitch your tents and listen to the 
best acts from India and Sri Lanka 
under the stars at Luna Laguna 
Kalpitiya 

Sri Lankan Independence Day
Commemorating Sri Lanka’s 71st 
year of Independence from British 
rule

Nawam Perahara
(Poya Day)

Future of Women Conference 
Voices of women - Transition from 
inspiration to action

Ironman Colombo

MARCH
Maha Shivratri
Tamil festival for God Shiva

HSBC Colombo Fashion Week

APRIL
Sinhala and Tamil New Year

MAY
Arugam Bay 
Surf season starts in May and 
goes on until September

Wesak Festival 
Celebrating the birth, death and 
enlightenment of Lord Buddha

JUNE
Poson Festival 
A holy Buddhist celebration, filled 
with lanterns and pandals. 
Ambasthale Dagoba, Mihintale

Culinary Art Food Expo & 
Competition

SEPTEMBER
Walukarama Esela Perehara 
Cultural and religious parade in the city of 
Colombo

OCTOBER
Colombo Marathon

Oktoberfest
Takes place in and around Colombo from 
the end of October well into November 

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER
Adam’s Peak Pilgrimage Season 

Christmas pop-up sales 
Featuring Sri Lankan brands and imported 
products every weekend until Christmas 

EVENTS BY DAY
The Good Market 
Local and international food, drink and handicraft stalls. 
Every Saturday - 10:00–6:00 pm
Colombo Racecourse, Colombo 

The Flower Market
Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays
Different kinds of flowers, fruit plants, garden tools, 
ornaments and pots are sold.
Diyatha Uyana, Water’s Edge Road, Battaramulla

Street Art
Saturdays and Sundays
A vast stretch of road lined with beautiful street art, all 
for sale. 
Greenpath, Ananda Coomaraswamy Mawatha
Colombo

ACTIVITIES

Please bear in mind that in true islander style, some 
of these events and festivals may change dates and 
venues, but for the most part, this chart will let you 
know what to look out for when you are in Sri Lanka.

JULY
Vel Festival 
Tamil festival for God Skanda

Kataragama Perehera Festival
Processions through the town 
roads 

AUGUST
Esala Perahera 
The most celebrated of Sri Lankan 
peraheras. The dazzling procession 
of dancers, drummers, acrobats 
and fire twirlers, is centered around 
the elephant that parades the 
Sacred Tooth Relic of Lord Buddha 
through the streets of the city of 
Kandy

Annual Perahera from Bellanwila 
Temple in Colombo 

Nallur Festival
Jaffna’s longest festival 

Lanka Comic Con 
“Come be yourself” at The 5th 
Annual Lanka Comic Con

Galle at Sunset - Photo by Chathura Indika
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bird’s eye view

Seeing the world from above can be 
a transformative experience. Even the 
most familiar places become redefined as 
otherworldly textures, shapes and colours. In 
an age when we are bombarded with imagery, 
a birds-eye view allows us to rediscover and 
reimagine the world we live in. Love it or hate 
it, thanks to drone technology we all get to see 
a lot more than we ever have before. Stealing 
sacred snapshots of natures true bounty its 
most noble gift. 

If aerial photography turns you on, there may 
be no better subject than the island nation of 
Sri Lanka. Intoxicatingly lush, curvy and full of 
hidden charms, it has seduced travellers for 
centuries. Abundant in natural wonder and 
characteristically diverse in splendor, she really 
is the pearl of the Indian Ocean.

Sri Lanka’s Civil Aviation Authority, flying a drone in 
Sri Lanka is legal, but it is worth being aware of local 
drone regulations and necessary permits. 

Photos by Neshantha Jayamaha

The original surf town and party hotspot Hikkaduwa, is a 
south side heavyweight. Known for good surf and good food 
“Hikka” shows no signs of slowing down.
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The palm fringed beaches of Tangalle are a national treasure. 
Wild at heart, lush and unspoiled.
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413 feet tall and the 8th highest in the Country, Lakshapana 
Waterfall originates from Maskeliya Oya, in the mountainous 
heart of the island.
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Set at southern most tip of the island, and 6km from Matara, 
Devundara is an iconic place. The town dates back to 660AD 
and is believed by many locals to be the abode of God Vishnu.
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Southern Sri Lanka is truly a place 
that dreams are made of. Between the 
sparkling seas, smiling locals, sweeping 
palms and abundant ocean life, there 
are spectacular surf breaks that range 
from punchy reef breaks and rolling 
barrels to flowing beginner waves. 
 
Today, I want to take you on an 
adventure of southern Sri Lanka’s 

Words by Emma Wijayasinghe 
Photos by Julien Binch Binet

surfing hot spots. I’ve gained this 
knowledge from living in and traveling 
around Sri Lanka over many years. As 
a qualified surf instructor back home in 
Australia, I fell in love with the diversity 
of waves available on this island. 
Currently, I’m in love with long boarding 
and I’m most often riding my Chipiron 
(@chipironsurfboards) 9ft turquoise log 
(in case you see me out there. Make sure 
to say hello).

We begin our wave journey 1 hour 
south from the city of Colombo, at 
a surfing and party capital since the 
seventies, Hikkaduwa. The closest 
surf break from the capital has many 
reef breaks and beach breaks with 
left and right-handed waves for all 
levels. Hikkaduwa’s main point is an 
‘A frame,’ that works November to 
April for more experienced surfers. 
It breaks over a reef, so you’ll be 
enjoying this spot with many colorful 
fish swimming around you. Board 
hires and surf lessons are available 
for beginners. To quench the 
post-surf thirst, I recommend Salty 
Swamis (@saltyswamis) for some 
great grub and the best coffee on 
the island. 
 
Traveling further south and just a 
half an hour tuk tuk ride we reach 
the historically rich town of Galle 
and the bay beach of Dewata. 
Here, there are scatterings of small 
restaurants, bars and surf hire shops. 
It’s a perfect place for beginners 
and has a consistent beach break.  
Also, the beach is next to one of my 
favourite places in the south, the 
eccentric Galle Fort. 
 

If you’re looking for more serious 
waves, take a short drive along Galle 
road to the village of Kabalana, 
where you’ll find a real Sri Lankan 
gem. A long white sand beach, local 
stick fisherman and an ‘A frame’ surf 
break. This break is known as ‘The 
Rock’. The wave is best suited to 
intermediate to advanced surfers 
and with a small selection of surf hire 
available, but best to BYOB (bring 
your own board). This wave has a 
steep takeoff, early barrel selection 
(in the right conditions), with a 
hittable lip for perfecting cutbacks. 
To the left of ‘The Rock’ is Kabalana 
beach break, which is better suited 
for all levels. In my eyes, this is one of 
the most beautiful strips in the south. 
Frequently, the days end with pink 
sunset skies setting over some of the 
best waves you’ll find in south Asia. 
 
So, it’s no surprise that Kabalana is 
where my husband and I chose to 
begin our boutique accommodation 
‘Gitano House’ (@gitano_house), 
which opened at the end of 2018 and 
a five-minute walk from ‘The Rock’. 
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If you find yourself further south, the next stop would be the 
town of Midigama, which much like Sri Lanka itself offers 
something for everyone. Lazy Lefts and Rights live up to their 
name with a slow fat beginner wave and a little extra surprise 
with the swarms of turtle’s bopping about with you out in 
the break. A few minutes walk towards the next town is the 
surf spot ‘Rams’, a barrelling right hand reef break suited for 
advanced surfers only. If tube time is your bag, then Rams is 
the place for you.
 
Next door is Weligama and this bay may be the most well 
known beach for beginners. Many people I know, both locals 
and visitors, began their surfing career right here amongst 
these gentle beach breaks. To me, the most special place in 
Weligama is to the right at the iconic Taprobane Island. When 
the waves aren’t working anywhere else, Taprobane is a sure 
thing. Just opposite you will find the much loved ‘Bunkyard 
Hostel’ (@bunkyardhostel) with double and dorm rooms 
available, its the ideal place to kick back and relax after a day 
on the waves. 
 
Traveling a further 10 minutes south via tuk tuk is Mirissa.  A 
very popular beach with a headland you cannot peel your 
eyes away from. Dreamy, thick palms and a turquoise right 
hand point break. The last time I surfed here we were riding 
over schools of Parrotfish, superb! Be sure to walk out close 
to the point to avoid the jutting rocks and sea urchins. Mirissa 
is spoilt for places to eat and grab a drink. A favourite of ours 
is Zephyr Bar and Restaurant (@zephyr_restaurant_bar). 
It’s unique style; fresh produce, high quality cocktails and 
welcoming atmosphere make it a spot not to miss.
 
Back on the road and just before hitting the major town of 
Matara, you’ll find a superbly lush coastline with both left and 
right handed reef breaks called Madiha. It’s a quieter spot to 
surf and with that comes a lot of charm. Get in quick before 
everyone puts it on their surfing program. 
 
The south coast of Sri Lanka is a smorgasbord of breaks. 
There are many more consistent surfing spots (like Coconuts, 
Jungle Beach, Weligama and Hiriketiya) that break most 
days of the year. But there are also many more spots that I 
haven’t named, which work only in the right swell and wind 
conditions. These spots remain for the intrepid surfer seeking 
solitude (besides the occasional local and turtle). Come on 
down to the south of this superb country, get salty and enjoy 
all it has to offer. The highlight is the truly extraordinary 
feeling of freedom. Happy hunting.
 
Catch you out in the surf!
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RAMA’S BRIDGE
WHERE MODERN SCIENCE AND ANCIENT MYTHS COLLIDE Historians, archeologists and researchers 

in our distant past insist that civilized life 
began on the Earth about 5,000 years 
ago. They point to the fact that there is 
no hard evidence to support the existence 
of a preexisting culture prior to the rise of 
the Sumerians and the Egyptians. When 
alternative historians such as John Anthony 
West, Robert Schoch and Graham Hancock, 
proposed that structures on the Giza plateau 
in Egypt may be far older than currently 
accepted, their claims were quickly dismissed.  
Unfortunately for us, no written record 
exists which documents the date of their 
construction so these complex masterpieces 
are placed in the generally accepted timeline 
of human development and culture. 

But what if there was evidence? What if a 
structure that was clearly identified in our 
written and oral traditions were to be found?  
And what if the stories associated with that 
site put it unmistakably outside the generally 
accepted timeline? If an analysis of both the 
structure and the associated myths were 
done and they were both supported by 
modern science, could it change the face of 
history, a history we held so dearly?
This just might be what has happened at a 
discovered site in India. Located in the Palk 
Strait off the Southeastern edge of India is a 
chain of limestone shoals. A shoal or sandbar 
is characterized by a long and narrow strip 
of land typically composed of sand, silt and 
small pebbles that have been deposited over 
time. This strip of land was once believed 
to be a natural formation, however, images 
taken by a NASA satellite has shown this land 
formation to be a long broken bridge under 
the ocean’s surface. Now called “Adam’s 
Bridge”, it extends 18 miles from mainland 
India to modern day Sri Lanka. 

Words by Dr. Rita Louise
Photos by Vayu Resort Mannar

The Adam’s Bridge as seen between India and Sri Lanka, from Space 
Shuttle Endeavour during STS-59 – (NASA Public domain image)

Bestselling author, Dr. Rita Louise is a 
consummate researcher who passionately 
explores topics such as ancient mysteries, 
Ufology, mythology, health and healing, 
ghosts, intuition, and the paranormal. She 
is the the author of the books Stepping 
Out Of Eden, Man-Made: The Chronicles 
Of Our Extraterrestrial Gods, Avoiding 
The Cosmic 2X4, Dark Angels: An Insider’s 
Guide To Ghosts, Spirits & Attached 
Entitiesand The Power Within as well 
as hundreds of articles that have been 
published worldwide. Dr. Rita has produced 
over 30 feature length and film shorts, 
which have been viewed on YouTube 
over 5 million times. She has appeared 
on radio and television and has spoken at 
conferences covering topics such as health 
and healing, ghosts, intuition, ancient 
mysteries and the paranormal.  
For more information soulhealer.com or 
https://medical-intuitives.com.
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Hindu tradition has long held the 
belief that the location of Adam’s 
Bridge between India and  
Sri Lanka was a bridge built by 
their beloved deity Rama as 
described in the Hindu epic the 
Ramayana. It has been referred 
to since antiquity as “Rama’s 
Bridge” or Rama Setu. Rama is a 
popular figure in Hindu mythology. 
The book that chronicles his life, 
the Ramayana, is a time honored 
classic. It tells of a time when the 
gods flew on ships through the air 
and of giants and monsters that 
walked the earth. Researchers 
who have analyzed the Ramayana 
state that it is an overambitious 
work of fiction. Is that true? Or is 
it possible that Adam’s Bridge is 
actually the structure described in 
this Indian classic? 

Rama, according to the Ramayana, 
was sent into exile because of a 
promise his father had made many 
years before. Rama was joined by 
his brother Lakshmana and his 
wife Sita. Through the course of a 
number of unfolding events, Sita 
is kidnapped by the 10-headed 
demon-king Ravana. Rama, in an 
attempt to rescue Seta, assembles 
an army which includes a large 
group of ape men, the Vanara. 

It is discovered that Sita is being 
held captive on the island of 
Lanka. Rama, unable to move his 
massive forces of ape men across 
the ocean, is advised by the sea 
god to build a bridge across the 
water. Rama enlists the help of 
the Vanara for its construction. 
The Vanara build a causeway 
between the mainland to Lanka, 
constructing it of rocks and 
boulders, which are described 
as resembling mountains. The 
building project is said to have 

lasted for five days and to have 
been 100 leagues in length. The 
bridge, once completed, allowed 
Rama to transport his army of 
Vanara across the ocean to Lanka.  
Once there, Ravana is killed and 
Sita, Rama’s wife, is returned.

According to Hindu tradition, 
Rama lived during the Treta 
Yuga, a period of time that began 
2,165,000 years ago and extended 
until about 869,000 years ago.  
On the surface, this claim seems 
absurd. One assumption that is 
often made is that Rama and 
the many characters that fill the 
Ramayana are men and women 
as we currently know them.  
This however does not explain 
individuals like the 10-headed 
demon-king Ravana and other 
strange individuals who inhabit 
the Ramayana’s pages. If you 
let go of the belief, just for one 
moment, that the figures described 
in this epic tale were human as we 
currently know them to exist, you 
will see how only in this light will 
all of this make sense.

To begin our assessment as to 
the validity of the claim that 
Adam’s Bridge is the same one 
talked about in myth, let us 
first look at the bridge itself. 
Dr. Badrinarayanan, the former 
director of the Geological Survey 
of India performed a survey of this 
structure and concluded that it 
was man-made. Dr. Badrinarayanan 
and his team drilled 10 bore holes 
along the alignment of Adam’s 
Bridge. What he discovered was 
startling. About 6 meters below 
the surface he found a consistent 
layer of calcareous sand stone, 
corals and boulder like materials.  
His team was surprised when they 
discovered a layer of loose sand, 

some 4-5 meters further down and 
then hard rock formations  
below that. 

A team of divers went down to 
physically examine the bridge.  
The boulders that they observed 
were not composed of a typical 
marine formation. They were 
identified as having come from 
either side of the causeway. Dr. 
Badrinarayanan also indicates 
that there is evidence of ancient 
quarrying in these areas. His team 
concluded that materials from 
either shore were placed upon the 
sandy bottom of the water to form 
the causeway.
 
With the creation of this 
engineering marvel revealed, 
we will turn our attention to 
additional evidence that supports 
its connection to the Ramayana, 
in particular its claim to have been 
constructed during the Treta Yuga.  
Earlier we asked you to suspend 
your belief about the nature of 
the individuals portrayed in the 
Ramayana. And it is not to the 
gods, the monster nor the main 
character Rama that we would like 
to draw your attention, but instead 
to the Vanara, the ape men, who 
constructed the bridge for Rama. 
The Vanara, according to the 
Ramayana, were the children of 
the gods, who were born in the 
form of the ape. The gods sired 
the Vanara just after Rama’s birth 
in order to help Rama in his war 
against Ravana. 

Who were these ape men? Could 
the stories of the Vanara we find 
in myth be describing our earliest 
ancestors? Are they talking about 
us, mankind? It is entirely possible. 
Around 2.5 million years ago (just 
prior to the opening of the Treta 
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Yuga), human evolution took a major leap with 
the introduction of the genis “Homo”. Homo 
habilis were the first group of primates that 
were able to utilize tools. By about 1.8 million 
years ago, Homo erectus and Homo ergaster 
made their debut. Homo ergaster was found 
primarily in Africa, while Homo erectus was 
located in Eurasia. Studies of these two species 
suggest that Homo ergaster had a smaller 
cranial capacity while its cousin Homo erectus 
a larger one. Studies of Homo erectus’ skeletal 
structure indicate that Homo erectus was robust, 
which suggests that they were stronger than 
contemporary man.
 
In addition to these physical changes, sites where 
the bones of Homo erectus have been discovered 
show evidence that these early men lived in 
small communities, living in huts as temporary 
shelters, wore clothes and created stone tools.  

In a nutshell, they began to display early signs 
of civilization, a trait that had not been seen 
before in any other primate group. These “ape 
men” literally did live during the Treta Yuga.  
Are the Vanara of myth our ancestors? 

It is interesting to note that the name Adam’s 
Bridge came from an Islamic legend which 
maintains that Adam, the first man on earth, 
traveled across this bridge when he was 
expelled from paradise. Could Adam, the “first 
man” and our distant relative also have been a 
Homo erectus?

Even though the earliest known written copy 
of the Ramayana only dates back to 1500 BCE 
this epic tale is believed to be much older. 
Is Adam’s Bridge the same one described in 
literature? I think so.



Adam’s Bridge - On a clear dawn, you can see 
the far end of the Southeastern coast of India 
from Thalaimannar in Sri Lanka. During low tide 
season, with prior arrangements, you can visit 
some of these islands, to trace the footsteps 
taken by Rama and Hanuman and their troops 
to find Sita as tolled in the ancient epic The 
Ramayana. 

For easy access to the area, the Vayu Resort is 
a great point of contact. Named after the father 
of Hannuman, God Vayu is the Lord of wind 
according to Hindu mythology. The tranquility of 
the virgin beaches in Mannar is only broken by 
the sounds of the swirling winds making it the 
epicenter for Kite surfing during the South West 
Monsoon Season. 

During the kiting season, there are many 
enthusiasts keen to learn the sports that come 
to the area to take lessons. Even if you are 
not a kiter, just watching the pros do mid air 
somersaults is worth a visit to this beach. The 
evening session when the kiters line the sky 
against the setting sun is definitely a good way 
to end your day. 

If there is not enough wind for kiting, the resident 
trainers who are aced in Yoga will have you 
bending in all directions giving you a good work 
out, helping you relax. Mannar is not just known 
for its historical appeal, it also attracts large 
number of migratory birds making it a bird lovers’ 
paradise. Perhaps the most famous visitor among 
thousands of birds flocking to the Northern 
wetlands is Greater Flamingos’ who flock in 
numbers during the latter part of the year. 
Mannar, with its thriving wildlife attracts many 
visitors keen to spot turtles, snakes and even the 
almost extinct dugongs. 

Words by Chathuri Dissanayake 
Photos by  Vayu Resort Mannar



www.kitesurfinglanka.com

TWO LOCATIONS

www.kitesurfingmannar.com
KalpitiyaAdam's Bridge

Double the experience!

• Birdwatching • Diving • Snorkeling • Dolphion & Whale encounters

tripin KSL + VAYU.indd   1 16/12/18   11:53 AM

The resorts and workers in the area 
are conscious of conservation, and 
give back to the community. They 
are currently involved in a mangrove-
replanting project to help protect 
the beaches in Mannar. The Resort 
also gives much needed employment 
opportunities when there is none 
available. So next time you find 
yourself in this corner of the island 
be sure to check out this mystical 
landscape and meet the locals who 
are passionate about its preservation.



LET’S RIDE
Words by Subha Grassi 

Photos by Ivan Brown

Photo by Neshantha Jayamaha 

Ivan pushed back from the table slightly, rocking 
on the back two legs of his chair. He folded his 
hands behind his head and took a deep breath, a 
smile unfolded across his face, “It’s breathtaking,” 
he said in an almost blissful state before he went 
on. “You know the most amazing rides are in and 
around the tea plantation areas in the center of the 
island. When are you going to get a chance to ride 
through perfectly terraced, manicured tea estates? 
It’s a treat for the eye, vibrant with color, the rich 
blue sky, the lush tea bushes and then to contrast 
it all, tea pluckers scattered throughout the hills 
with their brightly colored sarees and gold jewelry 
catching the light. Oh man! Sometimes I just have to 
stop and take it all in.”

Ivan Brown, a British National, has lived and worked 
in Sri Lanka for over 19 years. Biking has been 
second nature for him as an escape. He recalled a 
memory of when he was 5, after a disagreement 
with his parents, decided to leave home. Filling his 
father’s rucksack he rode off on his bike. Not too 
long after he fell off his bike and returned home, 
announcing to his parents, “I’m back but I’ll go 
another day.” From that point on he never stopped 
riding off on his bike to find solace. 

That solace seems easy to find for mountain bikers 
in Sri Lanka. Filled with lush scenery and friendly 
smiles, it’s likely the best way to get-away. Ivan 
spoke of how he initially did solo rides around Sri 
Lanka. “I would put my mountain bike in the back of 
my car during the holidays and go off exploring. My 
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first ‘outstation’ (out of Colombo) 
trip was down the coast to Kalutara. 
I started riding the bund along the 
Kalu Ganga River, going inland. 
After riding for some time I came 
upon a local man with a homemade 
raft. After a few hand gestures, head 
nods and smiles, he loaded my bike 
and me on his humble raft and we 
all began to glide, crossing the river. 
There I was in the middle of the Kalu 
Ganga and I was overwhelmed with 
the simplicity of the moment. It was 
beautiful.”

He went on, “It’s those kind of 
moments that humble me. Biking 
opens up different points of contact 
that you would miss otherwise. 
It is a means of transportation, 
but it goes beyond getting from 
A to B. You have an in road into 
communities, as you follow foot 
trails that go past homes to bathing 
spots to open fields. When you 
are made aware of how simple 
people live, it starts to put your 
own life into perspective. Coming 
from a culture where enough is 
never enough, seeing barefoot kids 
overjoyed to play with a stick and 
tire, you begin to appreciate the 
simpler things. The best thing about 
it is that you aren’t just a viewer. 
The locals are always ready to spark 
up a conversation as they use their 
broken English. You in turn get to 
entertain them a few words you 
might have picked up.”

It was just a matter of time before 
Ivan’s solo rides became group 
rides, where like-minded riders 
joined the adventure of discovering 
new terrain. “Colombo, being a large 
village, word-of-mouth brings riders 
together. Social Media has been 
helpful in finding each other, but 
the most authentic connections are 
ones you make on the road when 
you spot a fellow rider.” Ivan was 
clear that if you’re interested in the 
sport it wont take much looking 

around to find a connection to 
others who are out there riding 
on the island. Biking is an entry 
point for conversation. It makes 
people approachable. There’s 
always a friendly gesture between 
cyclists that pass each other. Even 
though, being a sport, there might 
be competition within a group of 
riders; it’s always friendly banter 
that brings out the best in each 
other.

But mountain biking isn’t just 
about the social interactions and 
enlightened experiences, it has a 
thrilling hair-raising angle. Technical 
rides in the mountain ranges, 
including Knuckles Range and 
Corbett’s Gap will push your skills 
to their limits. “I grew fond of the 
physical challenges of off-roading. 
There’s a rush of adrenalin that is 
incomparable. And then there’s 
wildlife that you might stumble 
upon, from wild boar to snakes, 
with nothing between you and the 
wild. The steep descents that bring 
out that moment of hesitation 
are scary, but also exciting as you 
push through the boundaries of 
what’s comfortable. I can recall a 
downhill trail, between Haputalle 

Photo by Vitalii Tkachenko

Photo by Jaromir Kavan

Photo by Dan Gold 
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and Belihuloya, with switchbacks 
(zigzag curves) one after another. I 
looked down at the computer on my 
wrist and clocked my speed at 67km 
an hour. That split second when I 
became aware of the speed I was 
going I said to myself, ‘Ok Ivan that’s 
fast enough’ and slowed down. It’s 
when adrenalin competes with your 
responsibilities that you find yourself 
pulling back. I’ve had my fair share of 
accidents and I’m always impressed 
with the professionals who take it 
to another level.” Reliving those 
moments made Ivan rock his chair 
forward, back on all fours and reach 
for his glass. 

Ivan spoke of cultural rides in and 
around Kandy and the adventure 
of taking your bike on the train 
and riding in the parcel carriage, 
sometimes between chicken cages. 
He spoke of the mental strength it 
took to make it on the road between 
Bambarakanda Falls and Devil’s 
Staircase (aptly named), “… a real 
hardy 20km climb of about 2000 
meters that takes all your physical 
strength.” He glowed as he ran 
through the beauty of rides in and 
around Nuera Eliya and Haputale, 
where you might find tea bungalows 
to stay at, run by old tea managers, 
gems that are very accessible. The 
love for the sport had clearly taken 
root and almost felt contagious. 

If you’re looking for an experience 
that takes away every element of 
stress, if you’re looking for a way 
to peel away the hardships of life, 
mountain biking in Sri Lanka can take 
you there. Away from suburbia and 
the hustle and bustle lies a whole 
new world full of amazing landscapes 
and friendly faces waiting to meet 
you at every turn. 

Photo by Jasper R 



Sri Lanka is blessed with several 
World Heritage Sites. A UNESCO 
World Heritage Site is a natural 
or man-made site, monument or 
location that has been listed by 
UNESCO as a place of special 
significance to the common 
heritage of humanity, which it is 
in the interest of all humankind to 
protect and preserve. The list of 
almost 1000 sites is maintained by 
the international World Heritage 
Programme, run by the UNESCO 
World Heritage Committee.

POLONNARUWA
Polonnaruwa was the second 
ancient capital of Sri Lanka 
following the destruction of 
Anuradhapura in 993 A.D.. It has 
witnessed many civilizations 
such as the Cholas who were 
disciples of Brahmanism and of 
course the Sinhalese between 
the 12th and 13th centuries. 
The city stands as a testament 
to one of the most astounding 
urban creations built by King 
Parakramabahu I. Being renowned 
for its unusual dimensions and 
connection amongst its buildings 
and surroundings, the city is a 
glorious reminder of a flourishing 
civilization.

GALLE
A vibrant city that embraces its 
ancient and colonial past, Galle is 
made famous for its fortifications. 
Perhaps the best example of a 
South Asian fortified city built by 
Europeans, the fort is a remarkable 
collection of structures and culture 
which date back through the 
centuries. The city held the position 
of the main port of Sri Lanka 
for over 200 years following the 
construction of the fort in the 17th 
century. Its strategic positioning 
along the silk route meant it was an 
important stop for ships travelling 
between Europe and Asia.

ANURADHAPURA
The picturesque and sacred city 
of Anuradhapura was Sri Lanka’s 
political and religious capital, 
flourishing for 1300 years before 
being abandoned following an 
invasion in 993 AD. Formed around 
a cutting from the Buddha’s Bo 

tree – ‘The tree of enlightenment”, 
which was said to have been 
brought there around the 3rd 
century B.C, it houses some of 
the tallest dagobas, remains of 
palaces, monasteries, temples and 
of course the famous temple of the 
holy Bo tree.

KANDY
A sacred Buddhist site, Kandy 
was formerly known as the city 
of Senkadagalapura. It served as 
the last capital of the Sinhalese 
kingdom before falling to the 
British in 1815. The laidback 
capital is only 115 km inland with 
culture, history, forested hills and 
a cooler climate. Kandy is known 
as a pilgrimage destination for the 
Temple of the Tooth relic (a sacred 
tooth of the Buddha) and also 
for the Kandy Esala Perahera, an 
important 10-day religious festival.

HORTON PLAINS
Located in the south-central 
region of the island, this expanse is 
composed of the Peak Wilderness 
Protected Area, Horton Plains 
National Park as well as the 
Knuckles Conservation Forest. 
Home to amazing flora and fauna, 
which include endangered species 
such as the western-purple-faced 
langur, the Horton Plains slender 
loris as well as the infamous Sri 
Lankan leopard, the region is a hub 
for biodiversity.

a little heritage
goes a long way

Photos by Tom Tidball
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SIGIRIYA
A granite peak standing 370m tall houses 
on its slopes the ruins of a capital built by 
the King Kassapa I. The site is accessible 
through the mouth of a gigantic lion leading 
to a series of staircases and galleries. 
The frescoes adorned on its walls have 
managed to stay largely intact with the 
poems inscribed on its rocks recognized as 
the most ancient recorded Sinhalese texts. 
Known as the ‘Lion Mountain’, the rock was 
a fortified palace thought to have been 
impregnable by enemy forces.

DAMBULLA
A holy pilgrimage destination for over 22 
centuries, the Golden Temple is known to 
be the best-preserved cave temple complex 
in Sri Lanka. This cave monastery along 
with its sanctuaries and Buddhist mural 
paintings, which cover 2,100 square meters, 
have historical significance to the Lord 
Buddha.

SINHARAJA
Sri Lanka’s last sustainable tropical 
rainforest located in the southwest, 
Sinharaja inhabits a broad ridge in the 
heart of the island’s wet zone. Over 60% of 
its trees are considered endemic, most of 
which are rare. The wildlife here consists 
of mammals, butterflies, birds as well as 
reptiles and rare amphibians.
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BAWA
Sebastian Posingis is a German 
photographer who grew up in 
Iran, India and Sri Lanka. I have a 
degree is Social Anthropology but 
prefers photography. If possible 
architectural photography. He 
spends most of my time in Asia. 

For architectural, hotel and 
resort photography his clients 
have included the Four Seasons 
Hotel group, Waldorf Astoria and 
Conrad Hotels & Resorts. He has 
also worked for Bloomberg News, 
SOS Kinderdorf International, 
UNICEF, WFP and GIZ.

His work has also appeared in 
various publications; Der Spiegel, 
New York Times, Washington 
Post, Financial Times, Geo 
Magazine, International Herald 
Tribune, Conde Nast Traveller, 
Tatler, Vanity Fair, Harpers Bazaar, 
House & Garden and most 
recently in Architectural Digest.

There are many reasons 
why I photograph 
architecture. Creating 
images of how we live 
and choose to build is 
an important way to 
look at who we are. 
The way we look after 
buildings and how we 
live within them is even 
more remarkable.

It’s impossible to take 
pictures of Sri Lankan 
architecture without 
looking at Geoffrey 
Bawa’s work. Some of 
the best architectural 
photographers in Sri 
Lanka and from around 
the world have created 
iconic images of Bawa’s 
buildings. What really 
motivated me to look at 
Bawa more closely was 
a necessity to record 
everything that still 
exist, as objectively as 
possible. For me seeing 
lesser known buildings 
like the Ratnapura 
Tennis Club or the 
Kalutara Public Library 
was just as exciting as 
his more well-known 
buildings like the 
astonishing Kandalama 
Hotel or my personal 
favourite the Ena de 
Silva house.

No11. 33rd Lane Colombo

No11. 33rd Lane Colombo

Ena de Silva House

Words and Photos by Sebastian Posingis  
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Lunuganga
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Kandalama

Institute of 
Integral 
Education

Ruhuna
University

Polonatalawa
Estate

The Nazareth Chapel of Good 
Shepherd Convent

Steel Corporation Oruwela

Mahaweli Building
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WILD AT HEART
For a small island, Sri Lanka is home to a massive 
number of species of birds, animals and reptiles. 
The island is home to 91 species of mammals (16 of 
which are endemic), and over 200 resident species 
of birds (more than 400 migratory species). Here 
are our top picks for Lankan wildlife and where 
you can find them. 

LEOPARDS 
The elusive Leopards rule over the expanse of the 
Yala National Park. Your best chance for a Leopard 
sighting is during the early hours of the morning, 
or just before the sun sets. 

SLOTH BEARS 
During the fruiting of the palu trees in June 
and July, Sloth Bears are often observed in Yala 
National Park or Wilapattu National Park. 

ELEPHANTS 
Udawalawe, Wasgamuwa, Kaudulla and Minneriya 
Parks are great options for Elephant lovers. You 
are almost certain to have sightings of these 
majestic creatures at any of these national parks. 

MONKEYS 
Monkeys are hard to miss in Sri Lanka - often 
they’ll visit you in the balcony of your hotel rooms 
near the cultural triangle, sometimes you can even 

spot them in the trees that shade residential areas 
of Colombo. 

DEER 
There are four species of deer to be seen in Sri 
Lanka - Sambur, Spotted Deer, Barking Deer and 
the Hog Deer. Deer can be easily found in Horton 
Plains, Yala National Park or Wilapttu National Park. 

BIRDS 
Sri Lanka is a bird watcher’s paradise. There are 
many sanctuaries to spend an afternoon sighting 
endemic and migratory species. Kumuna National 
Park and the Kalametiya Bird Sanctuary are great 
places to start. 

BLUE WHALES, SPERM 
WHALES AND DOLPHINS 
Commonly referred to as the whale watching 
triangle: head to Mirissa to find Blue Whales 
between the months of December and March, 
Kalpitiya to see Dolphins and Trincomalee 
for Sperm Whales and Blue Whales that can 
sometimes be spotted from the shore. 

Photo by Tom Tidball

Photo by Adeesha Kotuwegoda

Photo by Adeesha Kotuwegoda

Photo by Amy Beton

Photo by Archie Fantom

Photo by Ben O Bro
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An island that lies off the Jaffna peninsula, 
Neduntheevu sits in the Palk Strait. Commonly 
referred to by its Dutch name of Delft; this oval 
shaped island of approximately 50km2, is the 
second largest island in Sri Lankan waters. Home 
to a population of about 5000, this is an island that 
is remote, unique and largely unchanged for over 
two centuries. Delft can be reached via a ferry ride 
of forty-five minutes to an hour from the mainland, 
which leaves daily from the Kurikattuwan jetty in 
Punkudutivu.
 
The ferry ride over to the island can often be an 
eventful one, depending on the time of year one 
visits Delft. Pious groups of pilgrims often line the 
jetty to board ferries to Nainativu or Nagadeepa, an 
ancient island first mentioned in the Pali chronciles 
of Ceylon in connection with the Buddha’s second 
visit to Sri Lanka in the 6th century B.C. During the 
holiday periods, groups of local tourists with songs 
and beating drums can provide some entertainment 
on the ride, as they join the Delft locals who use the 
ferry service to commute towards the mainland. To 
avoid disappointment of not making the ferry and 
having to charter a private boat, best check ferry 
times and arrive there with plenty of time to spare. 
During the rougher months, the journey can be less 
enjoyable as the choppy seas make for slow and 
rocky movements. 

Once on Delft, the best mode of transportation is by 
tuk tuk. bicycles, scooters and larger vehicles (jeeps 
and smaller lorries) can be rented depending on 
the size of your group. The drivers often double as 
guides and take visitors on an “Island Tour” which 
can last between one to five hours. 

Semi-arid and dominated by Palmyra palms, the 
island’s thorny shrubs and grasses grow on porous 
coralline soil. One of the first things that strike you 
are the coral walls that demarcate individual plots 
of land. Heaped to geometric perfection, these walls 
have stood the test of time. Once spanning the 
coastline of Delft, early foreign inhabitants, due its 
abundance and the island’s remote location, utilized 
these corals. Today, many of the walls still remain 
in somewhat of a deteriorated condition, while the 

Photos by S. Priyadharshan - Ceylon Ramblers’ Club

THE FORGOTTEN ISLAND
Words by Vinod Malwatte
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island’s predominantly Tamil population have 
rebuilt the walls that surround their homes. 

Archeological remains from the island indicate 
that Delft was formerly inhabited by groups 
of invading foreign travelers such as the 
Portuguese and Dutch. Several ruins from 
their days on the island still remain, a reminder 
of its past and a precursor to the island’s 
greatest mystery; the Delft horses. 

As Sunela Jayewardene points out in her book, 
the “Line of Lanka”, there are many different 
accounts on the origins of these horses. 
Where did they originally hail from? When did 
they arrive on Delft? Who was responsible for 
their introduction to the island? According to 
Jayewardene, to this day there is no proper 
explanation. Accounts from the past speculate 
various theories such as Delft being the 
breeding ground for horses in the South East 
Asia region during Dutch rule. Some say it 
was instead that it was the Portuguese that 
introduced horses to Sri Lanka, yet without 
an official DNA test to trace the origin of 
the horses there is no definitive answer; thus 
remaining a mystery. 

Islanders estimate the population of horses on 
the island to number close to 600. With plenty 
of healthy offspring they continue to conquer 
the harsh environment of Delft. In 1672, Philip 
Baldeus visited the island, and observed that 
“these horses that were brought into the Delft, 
which, multiplying in time, produced a certain 

kind of horse that is very small but hardy 
and fit to travel on stony and rocky ground”, 
an account that proves the adaptability of 
these horses. 

Much like the delft ponies, another foreigner 
has become an iconic part of the islands 
history. A baobab tree that can fit a few 
people in it’s hollowed out trunk, reported 
to have been planted by Arab merchants 
in the 7th century. Other attractions on 
Delft worth visiting include an old maritime 
marker for ships, a “growing rock”, a giant 
footprint known as Shiva’s or Adam’s 
footprint depending on who you ask, a 
pigeon house used by colonists to house 
their messenger pigeons and a small fort. 

With peace returning to the North and 
the island of Sri Lanka becoming more 
traversed by local and international tourists 
alike, Delft too has slowly become a stop 
for the more adventurous traveler. In recent 
years, a few shops that sell products for 
the arriving visitors have popped up and 
the number of vehicles on the island has 
increased; yet the slow, harsh and isolated 
life of the islanders who reside behind their 
corals walls continues. 
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WHERE THE WATER FALLS

Countless tiny trickles of water emanate from the 
lush highlands of the Singharaja rainforest. Collecting 
themselves into crystal clear streams further into 
their descent, these waterways undergo dramatic 
transformations and converge as waterfalls, enchanting 
onlookers with their breathtaking cascades.
 
The Singharaja Forest Reserve is a hotbed of biodiversity, 
and was recognized as a World Heritage Site by 
UNESCO in 1988 for its remarkable reserves of endemic 
flora and fauna. Its dense vegetation covers a range of 
8,864 hectares, rolling over its high mountain reaches 
of above 1000 meters to lowlands that lie 300 meters 
above sea level. Singharaja is an ancient remnant of 
Gondwanaland, the original supercontinent, and is home 
to more than 150 species of endemic flora and fauna.

Words and Photos by Yasas Ratnayake
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The visual and aural aesthetics of 
Singharaja are enchanting. Replete 
with giant creepers and tangled 
root networks, myriad hues of 
emerald green, towering trees, 
droning orchestras of cicadas, 
and the omnipresent sounds of 
trickling streams; the forest offers 
a meditative absorption for those 
who walk through its shaded 
trails. Its aesthetic charm is no 
less apparent when wanderers 
encounter the waterfalls that can 
be found in different parts of the 
forest. 

A majority of the waterfalls are 
concentrated in the southern 
slopes of the rainforest’s domain. 
They can be accessed via two 
entrances; Pitadeniya (from the 
Deniyaya area), and Lankagama 
(via Neluwa). The waterfalls of 
the Pitadeniya entrance can be 
reached in a brisk four to five 
kilometer hike. Pathan Ella, the 
further of the two falls, can be 
reached after a kilometer-long 
ascent on a hilly trail off the 
main path, and Kekuna Ella, the 
more popular destination, can be 
reached with an easier trek. The 
natural pool at the base of Kekuna 
Ella gives trekkers a welcome 
opportunity to bathe in the 
crystalline waters of the rainforest. 
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But the most prolific of the two entrances is the 
lesser used Lankagama entrance which can be 
accessed through a decrepit road via Neluwa, 
or a scenic nine kilometer hike from Pitadeniya 
along the Gin Ganga. Known as the “Ali Paha” (five 
falls), five scenic waterfalls cascade from different 
elevations of the forest. From Brähmana Ella at 
the base to Üran Watuna Ella at the furthest, the 
connecting trek takes you to three other waterfalls 
named Gal-Oruwa Ella, Thattu Ella, and Düwili Ella; 
and each of the falls radiates a unique character 
with a charm of its own.

While the dry season affords travelers a stress-free 
hike, the rainy season comes with the caution of 
plenty of leeches who will happily plug away at the 
slightest bit of bare skin. Be prepared to go with 
leech repellent or leech socks during the wetter 
times of the year and enjoy a hassle-free trek 
through one of the most pristine rainforests in Asia! 

*Forest department rules dictate that visitors 
require a guide to enter Singharaja. Guides can be 
found near the Pitadeniya entrance. Also note that 
their command of English may be basic at best. 
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Located in Sri Lanka’s far north, 
Jaffna is a little off the beaten path. 
Emerging from decades of civil 
war, the relatively laid back city is 
full of old world charm. Its resilient 
people are unbelievably friendly 
and welcoming, and as it continues 
to rebuild it is fast becoming a part 
of Sri Lanka that you can’t miss!

Jaffna is the cultural capital of the 
Sri Lankan Tamil population and 
in many ways is very different to 
rest of the island. After almost 
five months in the south we were 
captivated by the city and fell in 
love with the affable locals, mellow 
atmosphere and phenomenal food. 
We’ve put together a 48-hour 
sample itinerary that highlights 
some of our favourite parts, but 
you could easily spend a lot longer 
in this beautiful town.

Words and Photos by Hannah Pye 
               www.thepalmdiaries.com
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Day 1
Start your morning by getting 
acquainted with Jaffna town. If 
you like to get to know a city by 
wandering around and getting 
a bit lost, Jaffna is perfect – the 
town centre is very walkable and 
there are lots of shops and stalls 
to peruse. The central markets 
in particular are fantastic; just 
make sure you visit the fruit and 
vegetable section for one of 
Jaffna’s famous mangoes! If you 
prefer a bit more structure, a tuk-
tuk driver can take you on a tour of 
the sights.

Eat lunch at the Malayan Café, an 
institution in Jaffna. It has been 
serving cheap, tasty vegetarian 
food for more than 40 years and 
it doesn’t look like it has changed 
much since it first opened. The 
interior is full of old-school wood 
paneling, the delicious curries are 
served on banana leaves rather 

blueberry sundae (250 LKR). The 
Jaffna Heritage Hotel just up the 
road is an oasis in the afternoon 
sun, you can cool off here with a 
swim in their shady swimming pool 
(300 LKR per person) or simply 
hang out on the lawn.

When you’re feeling up to it, you 
can visit the Nallur Kandaswamy 
temple, which is a two-minute walk 
from the Heritage. This is one of 
the largest and most significant 
Hindu temples in Sri Lanka. You 
need to remove your shoes at the 
gate and men need to remove their 
shirt before entering the temple 
itself. It’s a stunning, ornate temple 
and the 4:30 prayers are simply 
mesmerising.

Across the road from the temple 
and down a little laneway is 
Mangos restaurant, our favourite 
spot to eat in Jaffna. They do 
spectacular Southern Indian style 
meals and dinner is usually quite 
busy with a mix of travellers and 
locals. We loved the mango lassis, 
dosas and curries – all mopped 
up with mouth-watering parotta 
(Indian flat bread). A large dinner 
for two will cost around 1500 to 
2000 LKR.

Day 2
For a busy second day of exploring 
the North, make sure you are 
fuelled up with a big breakfast 
(Our favourite was coconut roti, 
dhal curry, pol sambol and eggs – 
tasty, spicy and filling!)
There are a number of small 
islands north of Jaffna that extend 
almost to the tip of India. They 
are mostly connected by bridges 
and causeways, and are definitely 
worth a look. You can hire scooters 
and drive yourself, or like us find 
a tuk-tuk driver for the day (3750 
LKR + tip). Make sure you take 
plenty of water and sunscreen 

than plates, and there is no cutlery 
so do as the locals and eat with 
your right hand! A delicious meal 
will set you back around 120 – 250 
LKR per person.

After lunch, grab a short tuk-tuk 
over to the Jaffna Archaeological 
Museum in nearby Nallur (3km, 
200 LKR). It’s a great little 
museum with a range of interesting 
artifacts accompanied by diagrams 
explaining how they were used. 
The attendant enjoyed watching 
our horrified faces as he showed us 
photos and explained how Hindu 
devotees suspend their bodies 
from meat hooks during the Vel 
Hinduism festival in Jaffna.

It’s best to avoid the mid-afternoon 
heat so walk around the corner 
to another of Jaffna’s institutions, 
Rio’s Ice-cream Shop. The massive 
building was heaving with happy 
Sri Lankans when we visited, 
and we understood why when 
we tucked into our enormous 
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– the islands are dry and fairly 
barren, with little opportunity to 
take shade.

You can cover most of the islands 
in a day and it makes sense to do 
a loop (Mandaitivu – Pungudutivu 
– Nainativu – Karainagar – Jaffna). 
Delft (Neduntheevu) is only 
accessible by an hour-long early 
morning ferry ride and therefore 
needs a whole day itself to visit.

The landscape is beautiful 
and although there are some 
interesting sights to visit, the 
journey itself is the real show 
here. There are a huge number of 
shelled-out houses destroyed in 
the war; the fighting was ferocious 
here and there is still plenty 

of rebuilding to be done. The 
surrounding water is fairly shallow 
and glows a brilliant shade of 
shimmering blue.

Highlights include the Hindu 
temple at Nainativu (to access 
you need to catch a short ferry 
operated by the navy and packed 
with pilgrims), Kayts town (great 
spot for lunch) and Casuarina 
Beach (unwind with an afternoon 
swim here on the way back).

After returning to Jaffna and 
cooling off, head to the waterfront 
precinct to catch the last of the 
afternoon sun. The Jaffna library 
(containing ancient, irreplaceable 

tamil manuscripts) was burnt down 
in the early 1980’s in what was the 
catalysts for the brutal civil war. It 
is open to visitors after 4:30pm, 
though only the common areas are 
accessible so there isn’t much to 
see.

On the other hand, the nearby 
Jaffna fort is enormous. You access 
it from the southern end near the 
stadium; there are a number of ice-
cream vans at the front gate, which 
is handy! The fort was built by the 
Portuguese, extended by the Dutch 
and was the site of a number of 
bloody sieges during the recent 
civil war. You can explore the site 
freely and the walk around the 
ramparts is magnificent in  
the twilight.

The rooftop bar at Jetwing hotel 
is a spectacular place to watch the 
sunset and have a refreshing drink. 
At eight stories it is the tallest 
building in the city and it offers 
sensational panoramic views of 
Jaffna. Happy hour runs from 4pm 
to 8pm (very happy) and draught 
beers are only 200 LKR. There is 
also a wide selection of mock tails, 
cocktails, wines and snacks.

You might settle in for a few well 
earned beverages and decide 
to eat dinner on the delightful 
rooftop, or return to Mangos (we 
won’t judge), but if you’re still 
looking for a bit of adventure, 
wander down the main street and 
there are fantastic local options for 

dinner. Hotel Rolex (just past the 
bus stand) is a popular option for 
cheap eats.

Where to stay
We stayed at D’Villa Garden House 
on a nice quiet lane a couple of 
kilometres (200 LKR) from the 
centre of Jaffna. We had a large 
room on the second floor with A/C, 
hot water and wifi. The breakfasts 
were fantastic – a different mix 
of traditional Sri Lankan meals 
with tea / coffee and fresh fruit. 
Our host Raj was a great guy 
with plenty of suggestions about 
making the most of your time  
in Jaffna.

If you’re looking to splash out a bit 
more, check out Jetwing Jaffna, 
which is centrally located and very 
well appointed. We also liked the 
Jaffna Heritage Hotel in Nallur.

How to get there
There are a handful of trains that 
leave from Colombo Fort each 
morning and arrive in Jaffna in 
the afternoon. It takes around 6 
hours and the scenery is fantastic 
for most of the trip. Tickets range 
from 500 to 1000 LKR, and unlike 
many trains in Sri Lanka, you need 
to make sure to reserve a seat in 
advance (even in second class).
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I belong to the generation that 
has probably witnessed the most 
amount of change in our skyline 
in such a short space of time. 
Though I often veer between awe 
and dismay. Awe, when I manage 
to see through luscious trees into 
stunning mansions in the heart 
of this metropolis. Dismay when I 
realize that urbanization is making 
this seaside capital slowly lose its 
charm. 

From a third world war torn 
country, to an emerged market 
(whatever emerged means), 
development seems to have 
made us quite confused about a 
collective vision, which is natural. 
We’re not yet used to thinking as a 
unified nation. We all want different 
things, but we all share one thing 
in common: we want a place to call 
home that inspires, embraces and 
supports us. 

Greater Colombo has a 
population of 5.6million people 
with approximately 2.1million 
coming into the centre every day 
and 1million residing at night. 
Thousands more are making the 
permanent move from rural or 
semi urban locales into Colombo, 
in hopes of better opportunities 
and starting a new chapter. The 
Big Amba (mango) in a New York 
City hopeful fashion. It’s a natural 
progression yes, but what does it 
mean for a city that has ambitions 
to be something so much more 
than it is ready for? While we have 
a beautiful architectural inheritance, 
there seems to be lack of thought 
about how this city should look, 
feel, move and respond to its 
existing and incoming inhabitants.

Despite my continuous cultural 
hunger, I must admit Colombo 
is vibrant and full of ideas. The 
trick is, you need to get into the 
‘local scene’ – ask a local to show 
you their Colombo. From a home 
cooked meal to vintage jewelers, 
Colpetty Market to a seaside bar 
and the journeys and stories that 
accompany you in between are 
second to none. 

This city is youthful, its grit often 
sophisticated in parts. We have 
amazing artisanal vendors, organic 
farmers markets, speakeasy’s, 
designer boutique stores, 
homeware and interiors studios, 
stylish café’s with true purpose and 
cultural festivals abound. There are 
many communities here who know 
who they are, some want the glossy 
and shiny new towers and others 
believe in a culture of preservation 
– this challenge is not unique to our 
city but the context is.  

Known to ancient traders as long 
as 2,000 years ago it was made 
the capital by the British in 1815. 

Colombo. 
The Garden City, as it was 
known in the 60’s. In 2018, 
I’m not sure I agree.
Words by Leah Marikkar

Photo by Aravinda Diaz

Photo by Farhath Firows
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Very often I see Colombo (in a true 
movie flashback scene) through my 
grandfather’s eyes, I reminisce of a 
time that I was not present for nor a 
part of, but it is clear that many city 
folk do the same. Reggie grew up 
in Kotahena which was essentially 
a hustling and fashionable 
neighbourhood from the 30’s to 
the 50’s – a vintage equivalent to 
Colombo 7 today, or so they say. It 
was where international trade and 
cultures collided with local flavours 
and faces. This spirit is reborn in 
today’s cafes, bars, restaurants 
and events that have renovated 
old houses and disused buildings 
bringing them back to their former 
glory with a distinctly modern voice. 
I am proud to see the people take 
pride in our heritage, customizing 
the past into a more palatable 
present, creating something we can 
truly call our own.

Being a people who love a good 
back story, when locals socialize 
the immediate questions focus on 
what your surname is, who your 
parents are, where you grew up, 
who you work for and where you 
live now. These questions centre 
around communities, families, 
neighborhoods and businesses. 
So in a city that is very much a 
myriad of 6 degrees of separation, 
it would seem odd that we would 
allow these communities to be 
dislocated and shifted. I used to love 
driving by Galle Face staring at the 
grand oceanic expanse, imagining 
it staring right back at me, tiny and 
insignificant. Today that same drive 
makes me frown with confusion 
and frustration as piles of sand 
and towering cranes dot the future 
site of the Colombo Port City. An 
extra 200 hectares of city that will 
not get worn with time or evolve 
alongside generations. Instead it will 
be a retrofitted grandiose plug and 
play neighbourhood, emotionally 
disconnected. 

I’ve watched Colombo change 
from a city trapped in a 26 year 
civil war, to a city that is a visual 
representation of ‘great potential’. 
We are a city of opportunity, ideas, 

Colombo has been at the centre 
of a multi-cultural explosion 
throughout the decades, the 
commercial heart of a country that 
hasn’t truly discovered who it is 
yet. A tropical metropolis boasting 
sunbaked verandahs nestled in 
lush gardens, narrow roads lined 
with ancient trees, vibrant roadside 
vendors lining the Indian Ocean. 
Our cityscape was once iconic and 
original, some might say to revere 
colonial architecture as our own is 
a contradiction. But it is very much 
a part of who we were and are: a 
reminder of where we come from, 
what shaped our country and our 
people. Thanks to architects like 
Bawa (no article about Colombo 
would be complete without a 
mention) we can safely say we 
made it our own. Growing up 
during the war, we never realized 
how many tall walls existed along 
busy trunk roads and quiet leafy 
avenues but just as soon those 
walls came down and revealed 
wonderful toasts to history and 
design – sadly those buildings were 
torn down bit by bit to make way 
for new towers whose occupants 
are still a mystery. 

The changing face of Colombo 
is not just about locales and 
architecture but also about 
attitude. There are many of us 
who were raised by the city but 
have expectations that are pegged 
against our global experiences. The 
question is, does our city define us 
as the generation we believe we 
are today? Are we proud of it or 
are we quietly uncomfortable with 
what it is becoming. Development 
is a strange concept but it has 
been thrown around a great deal 
in the past 10 years. Colombo 
has seen a dramatic influx of new 
people, from around the world 
and other parts of the country. 
As the expectations of what a 
big commercial city should be 
rise, developers and government 
believe this is their mandate to 
deliver. But can’t a cosmopolitan 
city be its older more assured 
historical self, and still be relevant? 
I believe it can.

entrepreneurship and hope. 
We are also a city of disillusion, 
whitewashing and ignorance.

I believe a city has a duty to 
connect its society via avenues 
of artistic and cultural expression. 
Vast parks for fresh air, diverse 
sports grounds, entertainment 
venues and spaces for a variety 
of discourse. Right now we are 
not that and I don’t believe 
we can expect this from those 
in power. We must instead 
persevere to create our own 
monuments to our present 
culture and our future aspirations. 
To make Colombo truly what it 
has always been destined to be: 
a global hub that celebrates the 
diversity of our people and the 
historic events that brought us to 
where we are today.

Photos by Aravinda Diaz
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CITY
MAPS

The newly released app and map 
packs by iDiscover Colombo 
features illustrated maps and guides 
of Colombo’s most captivating and 
historic neighborhoods. iDiscover 
has also released a storybook which 
contains 32 interviews from the 
residents of these neighborhoods.
 
The content and artwork for the 
maps and The Storybook have 
been illustrated and curated by 
local artists and writers who give 
an insiders perspective to Colombo. 
The neighborhoods featured are 
Pettah, Fort, Cinnamon Gardens, 
and Slave Island and the guides 
include historic buildings, religious 
centres, shops, local food spots and 
much more.
 
The iDiscover Colombo app is 
available as a free download on 
both iOS and Android. The guide 
can be purchased at selected 
Colombo retailers or online on 
iDiscover’s website.

Illustration by Ruwangi Amarasinghe
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When I was growing up, my father had a coconut 
estate in the deep south of the island. Trips to 
Matara, were often and ritualistic. We would speed 
down the old Galle Road hugging the coastline 
only stopping for lunchtime and teatime at our 
favourite haunts. As a Sri Lankan living overseas I 
always crave a taste of home and as a Bartender, it 
inspires me to experiment with classic Sri Lankan 
flavours in my cocktails. 

I don’t think I’m alone in my belief of the 
following two things: The first, is that the 
perfect accompaniment to any rice and curry 
dish is a Lankan cucumber and tomato salad. 
The citrus from the lime, the crunch from the 
cucumber and the juicy tomato hit, bring with 
it, a welcome contrast to the intense flavour and 
spice, of a traditional meal. The other belief is 
that there is always room for a hot, sweet, cup 
of ginger tea. The common denominator across 
the islands peoples, ginger tea is drunk in every 
home and roadside establishment. As odd as 
a cocktail combining tea with salad may seem, 
the components work extremely well together, 
providing a light and refreshing drink that is as 
quirky as it is delicious.

I truly believe that bartending is a skilled 
trade. Studying the classic recipes, perfecting 
techniques, learning the history of alcohol and 
its relationship with people all over the world; 
these are a few things I’m passionate about. This 
curiosity has led me to experiment and create 
cocktails that tell a story of their own, while 
paying respect to the long history of mixology. 

Muddle
- tomato : 1/4 of a full 
- cucumber : 4 slices
- cilantro : 8 leaves
- green chili : 2 tiny slices

Add
- 3/4oz fresh lime juice
- 3/4oz Tequila
- 3/4oz Gin
- 1oz ginger tea simple syrup 

Ginger tea syrup
Bring equal parts of sugar and 
water to a boil with earl grey or 
orange pekoe tea. Add slices of 
fresh ginger before boiling. Strain. 
Cool. 

Serve
Add all ingredients into shaker 
with muddled components. Add 
ice and shake vigorously. Double 
strain into a coup or martini glass 
and serve.

Prajeev can be found currently 
shaking things up in Vancouver 
BC at the Fairmont Waterfront 
Hotel as well as the occasional 
pop up bars under the name 
#thespiritsipper

mataramantra
Words by Prajeev De Silva
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SIPPING TEA
IN CEYLON

Appreciated the world over, 
many cultures have allowed tea 
to seep into their daily activities 
celebrating the process and how 
they drink it. China sees a cup of 
tea as a meditation, the Japanese 
tea ceremony considers each sip 
an initiation and Morocco with 
its ornate silver pots pours the 
tea high above the cup to create 
bubbles of joy. Following suit, 
here we have a variety of ways we 
approach the brew, each with a 
little twist we’d like to call our own.

Drink it Plain 
This might be seen as the 
labourer’s style of tea. For one it’s 
cheap, but I see it as the simplest 
and most authentic way to enjoy a 
cup of tea. The water is boiled and 
poured over tea leaves to create a 
strong vibrant brew (steeped for at 
least 1-2 minutes). With a slightly 
bitter taste it is accompanied by 
a chunk of jaggery on the side. 
Jaggery is a type of brown sugar 
made from the sap of the coconut 
flower, kithul (a similar palm tree) 
flower or even from raw sugar 
cane. Unprocessed this sap is 
boiled down and allowed to set 
in moulds, often coconut shells. 
This unique natural sweetener 
is not dropped into your cup. 
Instead rather small bites are taken 
between sips, allowing you to 
really taste the unadulterated brew 
while giving your palate a little 
break in-between. 

With Milk
Here we have the potent counterpart 
to the truly ‘British’ cuppa tea. 
Most definitely the local’s preferred 
choice, and served in most homes 
and road-side shops, this strong 
brew is transformed by heaping 
teaspoons of powdered milk and 
sugar. The more one likes you, the 
more sugar is added. So, when you 
do take a sip of what seems more 
like syrup, take it as a compliment. 
Or to avoid being complimented, 
always remember to ask for less 
sugar. 

A little Ginger
This spicy alternative is highly 
welcomed after a meal or as a pick-
me-up towards the end of the day. 
Ginger marries perfectly with the tea 
to create a golden brew leaving a 
warm aftertaste. The black tea leaves 
are brewed with crushed ginger 
and sugar or jaggery is optional. If 
you don’t see this on the menu, you 
might try your luck and ask for it. 

Spiced with Cardamom
Ceylon spices have a reputation of 
their own and cardamom is one that 
thrives in our tropical paradise. The 
light green pods are split open and 
the flavourful grains are crushed and 
brewed together with the tea leaves. 
A little milk and sugar or honey 
makes this brew easily one of my 
favourites and the distinct flavour is 
hard to match. 

With Condensed Milk
‘Tin Kiri’ or tinned milk is the street 
term for sweetened condensed milk. 
A couple of spoonfuls can transform 
a strong brewed black tea into what 
seems more like a dessert. With a 
slightly thicker consistency this drink 
comes closer to a hot chocolate then 
the plain tea you started with. 

Traditional High Tea
The British ‘High Tea’ is also 
celebrated in elite settings. This late 
afternoon snack can seem more like 
a meal with a wide array of finger 
foods including mini sandwiches, 
pastries and cakes. Make sure you 
set aside a generous amount of time 
so you can be sure to savour the 
experience. Most five star hotels lay 
out an impressive spread for High 
Tea, but call in advance since this 
activity is growing in popularity. 

You can’t go to many places on our 
little island without being offered 
the customary cup of tea. It might 
have been the infamous British 
that brought this brew across the 
seas and laced our rolling hills with 
beautifully terraced bushes, but the 
ritual of drinking tea throughout 
the day has become ingrained in 
the culture of the locals who have 
taken full ownership of the ritual. 
‘Tea-Time,’ although it might seem 
like an excuse to stop all activities 
and indulge in a little chit-chat or 
do nothing at all, is a mini right-
of-passage for particular moments 
of the day. Workers see it as their 
right, and no employer dares to 
challenge their mid-morning cup or 
afternoon tea break. In fact I’m sure 
they too enjoy their moments of 
peace with a warm cup in hand. 
Our beloved ‘Ceylon Tea’ is 
more than just a souvenir 
beautifully packed to 
lure the next visitor, it 
is a custom,  a culture, 
a habit we just can’t 
seem to shake. 
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Sri Lanka is a no doubt a mystical 
land. What inspired you to look 
beyond the history books and dig 
a little deeper?

A lot of it never made sense.  I 
think everything about Sri Lanka is 
multi-dimensional. So how could 
the history be so singular and 
simple? All through my life I’ve 
heard of these ‘other’ stories and 
when you keep hearing stories 
from really authentic people, 
people from our ancient villages, 
who actually believe in them, it 
makes you wonder. 

Everything I heard kept adding 
up and I began to see a very clear 
path. I’ve come to believe that 
there was a very sophisticated 
ancient civilization that we are not 
acknowledging at all.

Why do you think we are not 
acknowledging it?

Basically the problem is a Sinhala 
Buddhist block that doesn’t want 
to accept that there was a Pre-
Vijayan civilization.That is very 
clear; for instance last week I went 
to this place called Ranchamadama 
near Uda Walawe, where they 
excavated a cemetery, which is 
dated to almost 4000 years ago. 

This ancient cemetery displays a 
very sophisticated burial ritual, 
using clay canoe structures. 
A few kilometers away they 
found a village of the same era. 
Subsequently, over 80 settlements 
with a village and adjacent 
cemetery, have been excavated, 
on the South face of the Central 
Massif.  

How integral would you say oral 
tradition is to understanding the 
context of this country?

I think it is very important. Just 
because written history is recorded 
on paper doesn’t it doesn’t 
make it more authentic. Before 
colonial influences, everything was 
preserved orally. It was memorized 
in a  poetic form. For instance, 
the traditional mask makers in 
Sri Lanka  - There are over 500 
different types of masks in our 
tradition -  the design for every 
single one of them is memorized 
as a verse. The verses are passed 
on from generation to generation. 
All our Ayurvedic treatments are 
written as kavi (vernacular poems). 
The Aborigines did it, the Native 
Americans did it and the colonists 
came, and in their ignorance, 
dismissed this tradition.

On a scale of 1-10 how serious 
would you say our colonial 
hangover is? 

1-10 is hard to say. I think it lives in 
our value system.  We still believe 
that in order to be successful we 
have to employ western habits. The 
British kept knocking Sri Lankan 
men for their tradition of growing 
their hair long and wearing 
jewellery. In the 1920s they passed 
a law that if you were going to 
work in the civil service you had to 
cut your hair. So now people cut 
their hair - that’s what you do to be 
‘modern’. 

Why do you think there is a lack 
of contemporary evaluation of Sri 
Lanka’s ancient history? 

The main stream is still so trapped 
in the prescribed route. Our 
education system doesn’t really 
allow for independent or critical 
thought. Just shut up and do as 
your told. 

What inspired you more in this 
endeavour? Unearthing truths 
behind mythical tales? Or, 
exploring the natural wonder of 
these remote places?

I’ll always explore -  if I write Books 
or not! 

Your passion for Sri Lanka is 
palpable. What would you say are 
the highlights of traversing this 
island?

I get excited about everything 
I see, New or old. For instance I 
went to Arugam Bay last week and 
it took us 12 hours to get there 
because on the way we stopped 
at a place where we could have a 
picnic breakfast and bird watch 
at the same time. Then we took 
an inland route to Katuwana, a 
Dutch Fort that I had only heard 
about - fascinating. We took 
another hour there. Then we went 
to the Ranchamadama village, 
to the ruins of an ancient house, 
from which several iron knives, a 
metal eye liner pencil which still 
has kajal in it and an Ochre stone 
which had been used for makeup, 
had been excavated. The house is 
left abandoned on the side of the 
road. The items found there are 
indicative of a highly sophisticated 
civilization which dates back to 
over 4000 years ago.

What tips would you give 
travellers who are interested  but 
don’t have the access to local 
knowledge? 

Come with a specific goal - a 
focused agenda. For instance, 
Birders who visit, get off the 

INTERVIEW WITH SUNELA JAYAWARDENA
beaten track and hike through 
difficult forest trails in search of 
endemic species. If they are keen 
to see pre historic stuff then they 
should go to Ibbankatuwa Museum, 
near Dambulla - accessible and not 
your usual historical site. I don’t 
think even I will see everything 
I want to on this island in my 
lifetime.

What has time spent exploring 
taught you? 

That I know nothing. I’m just a 
wanderer, a vagabond.

What is one of your favourite 
stories within the book?

The Ravana story fascinates me 
because we are on the brink 
of discovering this unexplored 
expanse of a civilization. I went 
again to the knuckles, about a 
month ago, and saw signs of 
civilization I’ve never heard of 
before….

What do you hope this book 
would inspire in your audience?

The next generation to think again 
and not swallow the standard spiel 
given to you. There’s a lot more. 
And that really is your heritage. Its 
a not the two dimensional story 
that they have conjured up!
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Anup Vega is a major figure in the 
contemporary Sri Lankan art scene. 
Born in the central mountainous 
district of Kurunegala in 1967, he 
was drawn towards painting in his 
early childhood by a transcendental 
experience. His work focuses on 
inquiries into the Self, the natural 
world and the nature of illusion. 
Since the late 1990s, he has 
exhibited extensively in Sri Lanka at 
Paradise Road Galleries, the Saskia 
Fernando Gallery and the Lionel 
Wendt to name a few, as well as 
internationally at the XVA Gallery 
in Dubai, and the Edinburgh Fringe 
Festival in Scotland.

OFF THE BEATEN PATH

Much of Anup’s work is inspired 
by Sri Lankan landscapes. Over 
the past thirty years, he has 
travelled extensively on the island, 
choosing the roads less travelled 
and trekking for days through 
remote areas such as the Knuckles 
mountains.

Here Daisy Perry interviews the 
artist about his life and work, 
philosophies, influences and 
inspiration. The two met at the 
Galle Art Trail in 2008 and have 
been friends ever since. 

Can you tell me a bit about your 
childhood? How did this time 
shape you? 

My home background was 
Buddhist yet from the beginning 
I never felt a tie to one religion. 
My parents allowed me to have 
freedom, to discover things for 
myself – they respected this. All 
humans beings have the potential 
to free themselves; we have it 
within us but it depends on how 
strong our conditioning has been 
as to how easy this is to do. 
Different seeds grow differently 
according to the soil.

As an artist, what inspires you 
about Sri Lanka?

Rural life, and the rich and unique 
geographical diversity of the 
island. The less populated areas 
of the country, where there is still 
some magic alive, are particularly 
inspiring.

Where are some of your favourite 
places in Sri Lanka and why?

I love the Knuckles mountains – the 
elevation makes me high! This is 
because the more we elevate and 
travel towards mountain peaks, 
we are physically able to feel a 

sense of levitation. This is the same 
feeling we experience when we are 
flying; it triggers the mind to work 
differently and makes it easy to 
meditate.

I also like the dry zone, the wet 
zone hills, various caves and lakes. 
Rumassala headland, close to 
Galle, was a fairytale place when I 
went in the late 80s – there were 
paddy fields with a stream flowing 
beside them, jungle footpaths and 
a simple temple where a special 
monk resided. Ussangoda, close 
to Tangalle, is another place that 
fascinates me. Legend has it that 
an asteroid fell at this site which 
explains why the earth is so red. 
When it rains, the streams run like 
blood. The minerals are unique 
and the place has a certain power 
to it. I have camped out and 
painted there. Another spot that 
has a special resonance for me is 
Wedahitikanda, which is part of 
the temple complex of Kataragama 
in the deep south of the island. 
There are several mystics and 
yogis in residence – I remember 
going in the 70s with my parents. 
The place has real history – it is 
said this is the tail of a spinal cord 
of mountains that run all the way 
down from Mount Khailash in India, 
passing all the way into Sri Lanka 
through places like Ritigala and 
Adam’s Peak.

Where do you feel happiest?

In spaces where there is little 
human interference.

Who or what has had the greatest 
influence on your painting?

There are so many from Lao 
Tzu to Syd Barratt! I have 
been influenced by all kinds of 
inspirational wandering saints and 
their teachings including Marpa 
Lotsawa, the Tibetan Buddhist 
teacher; Milarepa, the Tibetan poet; 
and the writers Herman Hesse and 
Arthur C Clarke. There are also a 
few local mystics such as Swami 
Caesar, based in Kegalle; Swami 
Matara based in Kataragama; and 
Swami Rupe who lives in Pingama 
that I have been fortunate enough 
to associate with at different 
times. Through their work, all these 
individuals reflect on how blissful 
life can be.

What is your view of the Sri 
Lankan art scene?

It encompasses a whole spectrum 
from reactionary art to noble art. 
By noble I mean art that has the 
power to heal.

Words by Daisy Perry 
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What does art mean to you?

For me, art should have the power to 
transform people’s animal instincts into 
a desire for eternal and divine freedom 
from self-slavery.

Sri Lanka has a long history of producing 
impressive art and architecture, has this 
influenced you in any way?

Yes, indeed – in many ways. I enjoy 
the aesthetics and the harmony of 
the gardens, parks, lakes and hunting 
grounds created at different times 
by different kings and queens who 
were doing their thing. The natural 
environment in these places is inspiring 
and full of beauty, light and bliss. As a 
result, wherever I go, I try and create this 
harmony in my surroundings

In 2017, you spent time in the UK, firstly 
for the Edinburgh Fringe Festival and 
then in London…Can you tell me a bit 
about this experience?

Over the years, I have learnt that contrast 
is on the surface meaning that in the  
East or West, there is the same confusion. 
One of the highlights of my time in the 
UK was exhibiting my installation ‘Return 
to Stillness’ in Edinburgh. Based on an 
ancient Sri Lankan harvesting ritual, 
it pays respect and gratitude to the 
elements - water, earth, fire, wind and 
space – which when combined create 
abundance.

What advice do you have for aspiring 
artists?

Grow your own food, know your 
medicinal garden, and sync yourself 
with the seasons. Drink lots of water, 
pee a lot too – this keeps the system 
cleansed. Rest when you are tired, let 
go and grow. Reproduce living art. Be 
a watcher of your thoughts and make 
your own religion!

Ultimately creativity means 
independence. Only then is it possible 
to be noble. By this I mean that once 
you are independent, you can really 
experience authentically, without 
a crowd or society. Nobility is that 
purity. Also I would say that there 
are aesthetics in everything, art is in 
everything, god is omnipresent; we only 
have to enjoy it. Nature is the ultimate 
art.

What would you like to see for the 
future of Sri Lanka?

A new level of environmental awareness 
among Sri Lankans. For people to 
become more conscious of nature, 
more friendly to animals. Also for there 
to be fewer factories and more farms 
– for people to live more harmoniously 
with the land. Of course, increased 
multiculturalism is also very important.

What is your life mantra?

Shanthi - Peace!

Photos by Daisy Perry and Anup Vega
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Holistic health is the new normal in the 
pursuit of optimal health and wellness. It is 
an approach to life that tends to the whole 
person—body, mind, spirit, and emotions—
and empowers them to accept responsibility 
and take initiative for their own wellbeing.

Though it may sound like a trend, a holistic 
approach to health is hardly new. At least 
not in Sri Lanka, a tropical island nation with 
diverse ethnicities, religions, and cultures, 
where it has always been part of the 
traditional way of life and is now evolving 
with the times. 

Sri Lanka has a long tradition of healing, 
even having the first hospitals in the world 
dedicated to the sick. Many of its early 
rulers prioritized health and were practicing 
physicians. The iconic King Ravana was 
an Ayurvedic master. The country also 
exhibits a fusion of cultures that, although 
very different, share some fundamental 
ideas on wellbeing—the role of nature, 
the mind-body-breath connection, a 
universal life force. Some even claim that Sri 
Lanka is located on one of the earth’s ley 
lines—invisible, energetic lines connecting 
locations of spiritual importance—making it 
magnetic to healing practices.

Though that may seem esoteric, what 
is undeniable is that Sri Lanka is fast 
becoming one of the world’s most popular 
tourist destinations for health and wellness. 
With its history and culture, lush jungles, 
wild beaches, and serene hill country, Sri 
Lanka is primed to surpass popular wellness 
destinations such as Bali. 

More importantly, amongst locals and 
tourists alike, there is a genuine passion 
to provide and experience authentic and 
meaningful holistic health and wellness.

Words by Anima A. Slangen

A Haven for Holistic Health

Photo by PRANA LOUNGE / RUKGALA / SRI YOGA SHALA
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Ayurvedic practitioners aim 
to balance the mind, body, 
and spirit and treat the root 
cause of an illness. They create 
uniquely designed treatment 
plans considering one’s physical 
and emotional make-up, their 
primary life force (dosha), and 
the balance between these 
elements. Treatment can involve 
administration of herbs and herbal 
formulas, detoxification, diet, and 
nutrition advice unique to your 
dosha. For the real experience, 
avoid “spa-type Ayurvedic 
massages” and seek out an 
authentic Ayurvedic center instead.

Acupuncture is another available 
alternative treatment. One 
of the most ancient healing 
methods, it is a key component 
of traditional Chinese medicine 
(TCM) and involves inserting thin 
needles into the body’s meridian 
points (energy channels). TCM 
acupuncture, the more commonly 
known method, is practiced most 
on the island. However, a rarer 
method of acupuncture—the 
classical method—is now available 
in Sri Lanka. It is a holistic medical 
system that aims to understand 
the development of an illness or 

“Holistic health centers can really 
uplift a community,” said Anja 
Meixner Wijeyesekera, cofounder 
of a renowned holistic health 
center in Colombo. “Creating 
an intentional space for self-
discovery and recovery means 
we need to respect the origins of 
healing methods—there’s so much 
diversity yet a lot of overlap—but 
also understand that healing is 
an evolving concept.” Local and 
international teachers and healers 
offer their healing wisdom to 
residents and visitors of the island.

Despite easy access to an 
excellent standard of Western 
medicine, which may be essential 
in diagnostics and surgery, many 
non-invasive healing traditions 
remain and are experiencing a 
revival in Sri Lanka.

Ayurveda, which originated from 
India and is the world’s oldest 
mind-body health system, is part 
of Sri Lankan life. Government-
supported Ayurvedic centers 
and family line Ayurvedic Veda 
Mahattaya (indigenous medical 
practitioners who were handed 
down knowledge by many 
generations) are found in the 
capital and every village.

ailment by juxtaposing it with 
nature. 

Dhivya Sivanesan, a classical 
acupuncturist and founder of a 
holistic center in Colombo, moved 
her practice to Sri Lanka from 
London when she realized the 
immense need of Sri Lankans for 
healing post-war. “For me, classical 
acupuncture is not just about 
backs, elbows, and gastritis. It is 
about being in harmony with your 
body.” She adds, “When you are 
treating people, you are actually 
releasing trauma. Asthma attacks, 
knee pains, back pains—these are 
not without emotional cause.”

Yoga is arguably one of the most 
popular holistic approaches. 
Originally from India, it is not just 
about complicated limb twists but 
is instead a lifestyle philosophy 
that aims to unify the mind, body, 
and spirit.

The coasts and hills of Sri Lanka 
are rife with resorts and studios 
or shalas offering classes, retreats, 
and workshops, pairing yoga with 
concept cafes and/or surfing. 
Aspiring yoga teachers come to Sri 
Lanka to complete their yoga teacher 

training because of accessibility and 
affordability, serenity, and authentic 
teachers visiting from all over the 
world. Many resorts and city studios 
now offer various styles and levels 
of yoga. 

Meditation is a common 
component of holistic healing, 
which aims to create stillness in 
the body and mind. One form of 
ancient meditation from India, 
Vipassanā meditation, is accessible 
in Sri Lanka. Vipassanā means 
“to see things as they really are.” 
This non-sectarian technique of 
self-transformation through self-
observation aims to liberate the 
mind of impurities. Many Vipassanā 
centers are found island-wide, 
mostly in the tranquil hill country.

There are also less common 
healing modalities available in 
Sri Lanka such as Pranic Healing, 
Craniosacral Treatments, and 
Homeopathy, which are gaining 
traction.

Reiki, a Japanese technique used 
for stress reduction and relaxation 
that promotes healing, aims to 

help the flow of ki or life energy 
(recognized as prana in Sanskrit 
or qi in Chinese). Through the 
light and unintrusive touch of 
a Reiki practitioner’s hands on 
certain locations of a person’s 
head and torso, they can help 
remove energy blocks and foster 
wellbeing. 

Gamini Gunaratne, a Reiki master 
who has practiced in Sri Lanka for 
over a decade, has seen interest 
and acceptance grow. He sees 
his Reiki sessions as “meditations 
of compassion,” as being a good 
healer takes only loving kindness. 
He teaches the art of Reiki in 
Colombo as well as initiates his 
students in a vibrant remote jungle 
location in central Sri Lanka.

Cupping, another form of ancient 
medicine used since the time of 
ancient Egyptians, involves placing 
special cups on your skin for a 
few minutes to create suction, 
which can help with relieving pain, 
curbing inflammation, improving 
blood flow, removing toxins, and 
helping with relaxation. 

Counseling in Sri Lanka has been 
practiced through community 
centers and NGOs to help deal 
with trauma from its history of 
conflict. There are now clinics 
and centers also providing 
confidential support to adults and 
youth suffering from addiction, 
depression, or other personal 
issues. Nivendra Uduman is 
a counseling psychologist in 
Colombo who is committed 
to raising mental health 
awareness. “Counseling is a very 
underestimated part of the whole 
health system,” he said. “People 
focus on pharmacology, but if you 
give some time into counseling, 
it can help—just like yoga, reiki, 
pranic healing. There are so many 
things that, if practiced ethically 
and competently, can help holistic 
health. Competency is key.”

There is a Sri Lankan saying, 
“If you can’t be a king, be a 
healer.” With the authenticity 
and commitment of the island’s 
healers, it appears anyone seeking 
holistic health and wellbeing in 
Sri Lanka can expect the royal 
treatment. 

Photo by PRANA LOUNGE / RUKGALA / SRI YOGA SHALA
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Jackfruit is an exotic fruit grown in 
tropical regions of the world. It is 
native to South India and Sri Lanka, 
but thrives abundantly in tropical 
countries such as Philippines, 
Thailand, Vietnam and even Brazil. It 
is part of the Moraceae plant family, 
which also includes fig, mulberry 
and breadfruit. Jackfruits vary in 
shape, but usually they are oblong. 
Like its brother Breadfruit, it has 
short rough protrusions, and usually 
turn from green to yellow-green 
when ripe and gives off a distinct 
sweet smell.

JACK
Words by Sriyani Tidball
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cardiovascular system, increasing red blood 
cell count and preventing anemia. It is 
also well-known for improving digestion, 
preventing colon cancer and protecting 
eyes. Other benefits include; slowing down 
the aging process, promoting bone health, 
and increasing sperm count. Jackfruit has 
a low glycemic index and provides some 
fiber, protein and antioxidants, all of which 
may promote better blood sugar control. 
Furthermore, it contains some of almost 
every vitamin and mineral that you ever 
need. The list goes on, so no matter what ails 
you, just eat some Jackfruit and it seems like 
you will be just fine. 

We always ate Jackfruit seeds. We were told 
that the seeds of this fruit were extremely 
healthy. These seeds are rich in thiamin and 
riboflavin which turns the food you eat into 
energy and keep your eyes, skin and hair 
healthy. Nutritionists claim that the seeds 
provide small amounts of minerals like 
zinc, iron, calcium, copper, potassium and 
magnesium. We usually made a black curry 
with the seeds. They can also be boiled, 
roasted or ground into flour and made into 
many different dishes. The seeds are used in 
traditional Ayurvedic medicine to help with 
digestive tract issues.
 
Sri Lankans believe that Jackfruit seeds fight 
wrinkles, help with stress and promotes 
overall well-being. A growing number of 
people from the West are now choosing 
Jackfruits over the usual sweet fruits because 
of its plethora of nutrients and health 
benefits. 

In addition to its sweet, delicious, taste and 
smell, every part of this tree is medically 
beneficial including the bark, leaves, roots, 
flowers and pulp, each part has its individual 
qualities. These facts and more discoveries 
are drawing more attention to this fruit. 
We’re seeing more and more people include 
it in their diets. You too can start including 
Jackfruit in your meals and watch yourself 
feel and look fabulous.

Jackfruit is the largest fruit in the world 
capable of growing big and heavy. 
Growing up in Sri Lanka, where Jackfruit 
was a part of our normal diet, we heard 
stories of Jackfruits that have grown to 
100 pounds in weight. It is considered 
the largest tree-borne fruit in the world 
with an average weight of 3.5kg to 10 kg, 
and seeing large Jackfruits on roadside 
markets is still a common sight. The fruit 
is eaten when it is raw, when it is half 
ripe, and when fully ripe the flesh of the 
fruit is bright yellow and super sweet 
and considered a dessert. 

In recent years people have been raving 
about how good ‘Jack’ is for you. It’s not 
the fruit’s size that makes it so beneficial 
— it’s the nutrition and of course the 
delicious taste. Today nutritionists, 
doctors that promote natural cures and 
the common man, consider Jackfruit a 
superfood, or more like a miracle food 
loaded with excellent nutrients and is 
quite addictive. 

Jackfruit is high in magnesium, 
potassium, B vitamins and antioxidants 
while being considered a low-carb, 
high protein snack. When I was young I 
remmeber eating it curried, fried, dried, 
or roasted. It was often added to soups, 
jams, juices and even ice cream. We also 
ate it fresh and raw, but our favorite 
was Jackfruit chips. Gourmet chefs say 
that it makes the perfect vegan “pulled-
pork” sandwich. Part of the reason for 
this is when the raw small fruits cooked, 
it’s a brown hue with a texture similar 
to meat. When seasoned well it does 
make a great sandwich. Many local 
cooks specialize in making a great “Polos 
Curry” made from a young Jackfruit. 
So there is no question Jackfruit is 
an extremely versatile food. It can be 
consumed on its own or be incorporated 
in various dishes. 

Jackfruit health benefits includes; 
increasing energy levels, boosting 
immune system, supporting 
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Taking a trip to a foreign 
destination is always an insightful 
experience. Knowing and 
respecting local culture and 
customs is an important aspect of 
travelling well. It can open doors 
to a more rewarding experience 
and avoid causing potential 
embarrassment or offense to locals 
in the countries you visit. Travel 
taboos are not always easy to 
navigate, so we’ve put together a 
few to avoid, while you enjoy Tripin 
through Sri Lanka.

DON’T BE CHEEKY!

Show some respect for cultural 
appropriateness and don’t 
get frisky in public. This is not 
acceptable behavior in Sri Lanka 
and would almost always draw 
unwanted attention. Dressing 
modestly is worth considering, 
especially when entering religious 
or cultural sites. Covering your 
shoulders and legs would be 
advised. 

If you’re tempted to take a Selfie 
while exploring an ancient ruin or 
temple, bare in mind that turning 
your back to a statue is gravely 
disrespectful in our culture.

DON’T MISS OUT!
Indulge in Local Cuisine

We all have that friend that 
travels to a foreign country only 
to gravitate towards the familiar. 
When it comes to trying local food 
this is the ultimate tragedy. Indulge 
in Sri Lankan cuisine as it offers 
some of the freshest curries and 
condiments in the world. If spice 
is an issue, opt for the coconut 
based curries rather than the 
darker spicier varieties. For those 
that are more health conscious, 
guess what? Traditional Sri Lankan 
food is gluten and dairy free with 
a staggering variety of superfood 
heavyweights in constant 
circulation.TRAVEL TABOOS

TRAVEL TIP? TIP!

Tipping can be a tricky affair when 
travelling. How much do you tip? 
How often? On this island the 
locals tip, its part of our culture 
and considered the norm. This 
usually includes an entire spectrum 
of the service and hospitality 
industry. Service charge will vary 
depending on the particular 
establishment but it is customary 
to tip on top of the final bill. Most 
locals deal with low salaries so 
every little helps.

DON’T BE CHEAP!

There are places in the world 
where aggressive bargaining is 
acceptable. Sri Lanka is not one 
of them. It is not considered fair 
to negotiate prices for produce or 
retail items. When a vendor quotes 
you a price, it is understood that 
it is not open to confrontational 
negotiations. Of course there are 
instances where a local may try to 
rip off a foreigner. However, use 
your instinct in this regard and do 
not assume this is the way of our 
people.

SKIP RIDING ELEPHANTS!

You may be tempted by fantasies 
of riding wild beasts through 
tropical jungles, but we urge you to 
reconsider. We have been blessed 
with a country teeming with 
spectacular wildlife and a long-
standing cultural fascination with 
the elephant in particular. There 
are those who chose to exploit this 
gentle giant and when travelling 
through the island, you may notice 
elephant rides on offer. Often these 
animals are not treated well and 
we urge travelers to reject this 
notion so we can come together 
eradicate this brutal exploitation.

DON’T LITTER!

This usually goes without saying, as 
most countries are far ahead of Sri 
Lanka in waste management and 
awareness. Since Sri Lanka does not 
have the infrastructure to provide 
island wide waste disposal and you 
may notice there aren’t many rubbish 
bins around. Please be aware of this 
and take your own trash bag when 
your travel, so you can avoid littering 
and dispose of it appropriately when 
you get the chance. 

Also bare in mind to take your own 
reusable water bottle, so you do not 
add to the massive issue of single use 
plastics. As tourism grows, so does 
the issue of disposing of water bottles. 
Together we can make a change.

Illustrations by Zev Landes 
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STREET
FOOD

Two of Colombo’s favorurite culinary locales 
to explore on an evening in Colombo are 
Galle Face Green and Hulftsdorp Street. 

Hulfstdorp street is a meat lovers paradise - 
for those with stomachs of steel! Begin your 
food adventure at Abdul Hameed Street - a 
short but dense row full of local eateries that 
feature traditional Muslim recipes, fusion 
dishes and desserts. 

Start with the Beef Rolls - spicy minced 
beef wrapped a soft doughy roti from the 
shop directly across the mosque. Next, 
choose from a myriad of fiery looking curries 
including mutton brain, tripe, various chicken 
parts, cuttlefish or fish egg curry served up 
with light and fluffy rotis or parathas doused 
in butter or ghee. If you aren’t feeling all that 
adventurous - grilled meat is al-ways a good 
option. Spiced barbecued chicken legs are 
charred and fanned on rustic grills. 

Wrap up your meal here with a Panni Patis 
- Grated coconut and honey stuffed into a 
doughy shell and fried up, along with your 
choice of plain tea, milk tea or ginger coffee. 

Meanwhile at Galle Face Green - a row of 
repeating delicacies line the shore Isso Vade 
(a fried shrimp fritter), Ulundu Vade (a donut 

shaped lentil fritter) and Achcharu (a variety 
of local raw fruits quick pickled in vinegar and 
spices). A small but mighty cart is the one that 
serves fried potato and cassava in all kinds of 
shapes and sizes. 

If you’ve saved space for dinner, the row of 
barbecue joints with ‘Nana’ in the name - each 
claiming to be the more established, most 
famous one on the strip provide the perfect 
setting to have a cold beer. These spots do 
more than just barbecue meats and seafood, 
they also have other Lankan favourites like 
Kottu Roti and any meat or seafood of your 
choice prepared ‘Deviled’ style. 

Vendors selling ice cream and Saravita 
(brightly coloured shredded coconut stuffed in 
betel leaves)  parade up and down the strip if 
you’re in need of a quick palate cleanser after 
the flavourful feast! 

Food is often the easiest way to get to know 
a city and it’s culture. Spending an evening 
visiting the eateries surrounding the mosque 
on Abdul Hameed Street and walking along 
the promenade at Galle Face Green with 
upcoming high-rises in the near distance gives 
travellers a taste of the past, present and 
future of Colombo. 

Words by Amrita Advani
Photos by Nico Atienza
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Almost a decade after the end of 
the civil war, Sri Lanka has been 
named as the top country for 
travel in 2019 by Lonely Planet. 
According to the Sri Lanka Tourism 
Development Authority tourist 
arrivals to the island have increased 
dramatically since the end of the 
conflict, from 447,890 in 2009 to 
nearly 2.1 million arrivals last year. 
However, the question looms; is Sri 
Lanka ready for the coming year? 

With improved access to parts 
of the island via railways and 
road networks and plenty of 
accommodation and food 
boutiques to meet the needs of 
travelers, on the surface Sri Lanka 
seems well equipped to deal with 
the influx. Yet in an environmental 
sense Sri Lanka is lagging far 
behind. With no proper waste 
collection network set up around 
the island to deal with the growing 
number of visitors to the country, 
things could get ugly very soon. 

As a traveler moving through 
the island, one needs to be 
environmentally conscious and 
pay careful attention not to 
contribute further to the problem. 
The use and disposal of plastics, 
especially the single-use kind, has 
penetrated most aspects of human 
life, becoming one of the biggest 
challenges facing the environment 
today. Having seamless waste 
disposal and recycling networks 
may be second nature to many 
first world travelers, yet it is critical 
to think of the local context and 
understand how best to navigate 
traveling Sri Lanka sustainably. 

It’s hot and humid almost all 
year round so staying hydrated 
is essential when travelling the 
country. Carry your own reusable 
water bottle to avoid repeatedly 
buying plastic bottles. Sadly, due to 
a lack of consciousness it is quite 
normal to leave a local supermarket 

with multiple plastic bags for your 
purchases. Be proactive and say 
“NO” to the plastic bags and carry 
your own tote for shopping. Next 
time you reach out for that tropical 
cocktail, maybe ask for it without 
the plastic straw and slurp instead 
of sip. When visiting public places 
or attractions you may notice a lack 
of trashcans. Leave no trace and 
take all your trash back with you 
and dispose of it in a designated 
bin when you get the chance. 
Its one thing for tourists to be 
prepared to travel sustainably but 
of course as always, these things 
should start at home. There are a 
number of local initiatives working 
towards protecting ecosystems and 
educating youth on the importance 
of protecting the island’s 
biodiversity. One such initiative is 
Waste Less Arugam Bay. 

Located in the east coast of the 
island, Arugam Bay is a surfing 
hotspot and all round superstar 
destination. In close proximity 
to a national park blessed with 
abundant wildlife, pristine beaches 
and truly magical landscapes is 
what this slice of the east is all 
about. To cater to the needs of 
this growing tourist destination 
Waste Less Arugam Bay (WLAB) is 
offering holistic solutions to plastic 
related issues in Arugam Bay and 
its surrounding areas in an effort to 
preserve its natural beauty. 

Since the inception of its operations 
in June 2018, WLAB has been 
working with the local authorities, 
tourism stakeholders and travelers, 
both local and international, to 
curb the amount of PET bottles 
used in the Bay. With no proper 
PET collection system in place 
to deal with the sheer volume of 
plastic being consumed during the 
peak season (May to October), 
WLAB introduced its own system 
to collect consumed PET, thereby 
reducing the amount sent to the 
landfill on the daily. The collection 
system involved setting up a 
network of collection bins in public 
spaces frequented by travelers, 
including at surf points located 

along the coast and at the entrance 
of the Kumana National Park. The 
WLAB collection tuk-tuk would 
zip around the Bay on a daily 
basis to empty out the bins and 
consolidate the PET at the WLAB 
center, located on the Main Strip of 
Arugam Bay. 

Collected PET is melted, shredded 
and used to create fibers for fabrics 
and bristles for paint brushes and 
brooms, thereby reducing the need 
for using virgin plastics, giving this 
already existing plastic a second 
life. The segregated lids are also 
repurposed. The open source 
Precious Plastic machinery uses 
shredded plastic lids, controlled 
heat exposure and a mold to create 
a DIY consumer product such as 
a key tag or a wax comb used to 
clean surf boards. Through this 
activity WLAB educates locals and 
visitors to the center, about the 
numerous uses of recycled plastics. 

No Straws Campaign
Further to the collection and 
recycling of PET, WLAB engages 
the local community in several 
other projects over the course of 
the tourist season. Working with 
the Inland Ocean Coalition and 
local artist Mika Tennekoon, WLAB 
developed a “No Straws” campaign, 
which aimed to reduce the use of 
single use plastic straws. Offering 
responsible and sustainable 
alternatives and lobbying tourism 
establishments to move away from 
single use options, WLAB sort long-
term behavior change amongst 
participating stakeholders. With 
more than 10 establishments on the 
bay, moving towards responsible 
alternatives, “No Straws” was 
successful in impacting behaviors 
and influencing attitudes of 
travelers and continues to do so. 

Eastern Narratives
In order to give back to the 
community and bolster the 
ecosystems of Arugam Bay and its 
surrounding areas, WLAB teamed 
up with the Hideaway Resort and 
Salty Swamis to conduct several 
fundraisers over the course of 

the season to raise funds for 
environmental and conservation 
projects. One such fundraiser was 
“Eastern Narratives” a collaborative 
art exhibition inspired by personal 
experiences on the east coast, 
which saw 11 artists, both local and 
international, create a body of work 
that was sold to raise funds for the 
cause. Donated funds were used to 
conduct a cleanup of the Radella 
Forest Reserve where several 
illegal dumpsites had popped up 
over the course of the season, 
thereby threatening the wildlife that 
frequents the area. 

Looking Ahead In The Off-Season-
Changing Attitudes
This environmental work will 
continue in the off-season and into 
next season, with more illegal forest 
dump clean ups and replanting of 
endemic species to these spaces 
planned in the upcoming months. 
During the off-season (October 
to May) WLAB has been shaping 
up to work with the resident local 
communities to influence behaviors 
and work with local school children 
to inculcate long term behavioral 
change. Using Waste Less India’s 
educational materials to empower 
students to make positive changes 
in their lives, WLAB aims to create 
a generation of youth leaders. 

Local initiatives like this are a great 
insight in to how sustainability 
is permeating the membrane of 
local society. While it is providing 
small localized solutions to a much 
larger global issue, WLAB is one 
of the first projects of its kind to 
target a tourist hotspot and work 
to educate locals and visitors alike 
to adopt responsible behaviors. We 
hope you too, will take inspiration 
and spread the seed of change 
as you travel along this beautiful 
island, helping us to preserve this 
very special place we are lucky to 
call home.

Words by Vinod Malwatte 
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